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WhippleContributorsAcknowledgmentsIntroductionLadies, you are holding this book in your
hands because I was you once.I wanted more. I wanted my big chance! I wanted to shine!And I
was a teenager.I get it.Whether you are in a small school’s thespian group, are vying for a spot in

the regional musical, or are my neighbor down the road in Hollywood—this book will help you
book the part, make them laugh, and steal the show!This book is a tool that will help you be the

best comedic actress you can be by performing the funniest pieces out there. It’s written by
seriously funny people—successful actors, big-deal writers, and creative powerhouses.We want

you to win. Win it all—the whole enchilada!I believe in your dreams. I believe in you!Now go out
there and make ’em laugh!Alisha GaddisSeven Minutes to HeavenAlisha GaddisZANNY, 13 to

15ZANNY is inside the basement office of her friend Emma’s dad, as a result of the bottle

landing on her during the 7 Minutes in Heaven game. She is with her biggest crush,
Brenden.ZANNY Wow. I have never really been in Emma’s dad’s office before. There is a lot of
wood paneling, huh? Is that a stuffed pheasant? Gross. What is his job anyway? . . . I don’t even

know.[Awkward beat.]So . . . you come here much? Just kidding. I know you don’t—I mean,
unless you do. Which is totally cool, too.[Awkward beat.]This game is kinda ridiculous. You
know? I mean—7 Minutes in Heaven? That is so retro. Who even does this anymore? I mean—I

have Tinder on my phone. One swipe and it is like seven minutes in heaven every seven
seconds. Right? I mean—lame-o.But this is Emma’s party and she totally thought it would be

adorbs fun. Gotta do what the party girl wants!Is that Jägermeister? Gross. I mean—not gross
that you are drinking—that’s totally cool. . . . I’m not like judging you, but it totally tastes gross. It’s

a manly drink, but you are manly, so I guess that makes sense. It tastes like licorice—I tried it at

Scott’s pool party and yuck—it reminds me of the time my friends and I were on the Gravitron at

the fair and the carnie who was running it got arrested for operating heavy machinery while
being wasted and they cuffed him and took him away and NO ONE remembered to turn off the
Gravitron and we were spinning and spinning and Hannah flipped out and was crying and some

guy who was totally like twenty-five barfed on everything and his vomit flew in the air and started
spinning and landed on everyone! It was disgusting and we couldn’t move and the ride kept
going and it smelled like Red Vines. Exactly like Jäger. Traumatizing.[Beat.]Sure, I’ll have a sip . . .

[Beat.]I knew you were going to be here tonight. I mean—not in a creepy stalker way, but Gavin

told Gabby that you guys were getting a ride together and Gabby was so excited about Gavin

that she told all us girls and asked if she could borrow my acid-washed Jeggings—so I knew that

you were going to be here. But don’t tell Gavin what I said about Gabby. And since you and me
are in the same chemistry dissection group—it’s like—wow—we are seeing each other a

lot.Chemistry right?!? GROSS. But chemistry is totally important, too . . .[Awkward silence.]So—
when you were spinning that bottle and it landed on me, what did you think? I mean—don’t
answer that. OH god! Why did I say that? How many minutes do we have left?[Beat.]Sure, I will
have another sip. I kinda like it a little bit more.[Drinks.][Laughing.] Our hands totally bumped . . .

sorry. I don’t mind, though—if you don’t. I mean—I knew you were going to be here so I hoped

the bottle would land on me. But I know you are on-again, off-again with Reagan, but she was

totally hooking up with Armen last week and I hope someone told you because you deserve
better. And I am not saying I am better—but I would totally never hook up with Armen.Gross—

right?!?[Beat.]You want me to take a drink and then swallow it and then you want to taste it on
my lips? Ha-ha-ha! Gross . . . right?Oh—you are serious. Okay. Wow. Ummm. Our time is almost

up.But you know I am learning to love the taste of licorice I guess, and I am really glad the bottle

landed on me, and I for one don’t care that you are failing math.Here—hand me the bottle . . .
[There is a knock on the door. Reacts to knock.]HOLD ON!!! THIS IS ALMOST MY TIME IN

HEAVEN!!! MAKE IT EIGHT MINUTES FOR CHRISTSAKES—COME BACK WHEN I SAY SO.
THE BOTTLE LANDED ON ME!!![Beat.]So, where were we—I just love playing games.Horse
CompetitionAlessandra RizzottiJELENA, 14JELENA is exceptionally smart and most likely has

anxiety and Asperger’s. Her horse calms her down. She talks to a stable boy at her horse’s

stable, but he is half listening.JELENA The national thoroughbred contest is next week and
Maybelle and I are not ready yet. Her ankles are broken so basically we’re not going to make the

high jumps. The only thing she has going for her is a really great French braid. I’ve been weaving
sparkly hemp and flowers into her mane and I’m pretty sure she has a bigger chance if they’re

the type of judges that put vanity on a pedestal over athleticism. The world does that, doesn’t it?

I mean looks sorta win over everything these days. I’m pretty sure I know that because Tommy
doesn’t like me because I have brown hair, but he likes Angel because she has blonde hair. It
makes sense. He hasn’t ever talked to me, but hair is the only thing that’s different between

Angel and I, from what I can tell. I don’t talk to Angel that much, but from history class, I can tell

she gets As like I do, so we must be the same.I asked my dad if he could get me a new horse for

the contest, but he said Maybelle was a winner even if she didn’t win the contest, so I’m going to
trust him since any daddy’s girl should. Do you know that thoroughbreds evolved in Britain in the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries because the English liked racing, but a thoroughbred’s

pedigree can be traced back to only three Arabian stallions who didn’t even race, so who knows

why they ever became racers. It’s like, why should Maybelle even be judged on her racing
abilities?Ugh. Maybelle should probably not enter in this contest. A lot of it involves jumping and

she can’t do that, so what’s the point? Maybe next year. I hate not having the faith in my horse,
but physiological demands that could potentially hurt her health long-term are worth paying
attention to. Too bad because she’s energetic and her face is chiseled, which are some of the

main attributes they judge thoroughbreds on, which I know because I took a horse physiology

course at a barn in the Hamptons and we did a whole class on skull structure.Last week, Maria
told me her thoroughbred Macy (like Macy’s the department store), had constipation, so I doubt

she’ll be competing. Maybe it’s just not a good year for any of us really dedicated competitors? I
won a blue medal last year, so that’s okay, but what will that say about college applications in

three years if I have a gap year? I’m sorta freaking out. I have nothing to show for this year. I was

sorta banking on this to be my one accomplishment that I could feature in my end-of-the-year

review that my father conducts on the first of January and now I have nothing. Whew. I need to

breathe. Not everyone is as accomplished as I am. I have mastered twenty horse jumpings, fifty

national eventing and dressage events, and I’m getting a certification in training rescued horses

at the barn down the street—which not every fifteen-year-old can say, by the way. Everything is

going to be okay.What? Are you serious? Scarlett is entering into the horse jump this year????
What made her think she could do that? What kind of loyalty is that, knowing that Maybelle is not

doing well this year? I thought my cousin would know that entering a contest without me would
be inappropriate, but now I know who my REAL family is.I appreciate you letting me know.

What’s your name again? Do you clean Scarlett’s barn every day like mine? You do? If I give you
twenty bucks, will you let the horseshit just stew for a few days there? I’d appreciate it. Blame it
on overfeeding. I’m off! Scarlett won’t win. She doesn’t deserve it. Oh, I am just angryyyy right

now! Ohhhhh jeez! Don’t tell her I talked to you. She’ll know the shit was from me. Here’s the

twenty. I’ll give you another next time I’m back at the barn. Don’t be frivolous and waste the cash
on anything but your college tuition. You don’t want to be a stable boy forevs.Circus
RunawayLeah

MannAMARYLLIS,

14

to

16AMARYLLIS,

an

acrobat

and

entertainer

extraordinaire, yells up at her twin brother, FLAVIO, who soars overhead, above the ring inside a

huge circus tent.AMARYLLIS Flavio, I have to talk to you.Flavio! I mean it, I’m not yelling up at
you for this whole conversation! Get off the damn trapeze and talk to me![Beat.]Of course it’s
important—isn’t your twin sense tingling!? Man, we are all out of sync . . .[FLAVIO ignores her,

soaring from one trapeze to another high above her head.]Ay dios.[AMARYLLIS shouts up to

him, her eyes following as he swings back and forth above her.]Don’t freak out, okay, promise? I

didn’t freak out when you started dating the bearded lady and she’s loca. So now you got to be
cool. Okay?[Beat.]No, I’m not hooking up with Alfonse! He’s all bulging and gross. I’m sorry, but

just because you a strong man don’t mean you a handsome man. . . . No, what I got to say is
bigger than that.[AMARYLLIS takes a deep breath.]I’m running away.[FLAVIO’s grip slips—he

nearly falls.]I said don’t freak![FLAVIO catches himself. AMARYLLIS sighs deeply.]We’re

seventeen now and I want to join the real world. I’m tired of the circus. I hate it here. I want to go

to college and live in a room that’s not on wheels. I want friends, not this weird troupe of people
who are family and friends and coworkers. There’s no boundaries, no privacy, no freedom here.

Just because you and Mama and Papi are part of this world, doesn’t mean I have to be. There is
so much more out there. . . . Stop looking at me like I’m crazy. I don’t want to be an acrobat!

Okay? Not everyone wants to go flyin’ through the air like a freakin’ rabid monkey.[Offended,
FLAVIO swings himself up, somersaults onto another trapeze and heads to the opposite end of

the tent. AMARYLLIS hurries after him, trying to catch up.]I’m trying to be normal, you know what

I’m saying? Like I want to wear jeans every day. I’ve thought about it long and hard—don’t be
thinking this is easy—but I have to do this for me. I’m suffocating here and I know my true calling

—I want to be a dermatologist.I’m telling you, it’s sweet. You make bank, have regular hours,

benefits, a 401(k)! I’ll be Doctor Amaryllis, all on my own, not half of “The Amazing Amaryllis &
Fabulous Flavio, the Terrifyingly Twisty Twins!”Don’t you ever just want to be “Flavio, the guy who

makes killer chili”? Don’t you want to be Flavio, individual, with his own unique personality?

Aren’t you tired of being everyone else’s entertainment?I am.How are we supposed to even
know who we are if we’re never apart? Where do I end and you start?[Beat.]I know I end before
any of your bits that been messin’ with the bearded lady, but you know what I’m sayin’? Who’s
Amaryllis? Does she like Indian food? Is she good at calculus? I don’t know! I know I look good

in a leotard, I know I can sew sequins, muck out the stables, and ride a tiger—but that’s it . . .
useless![FLAVIO takes off in the opposite direction and she jogs after him again.]I’m tired of

snake charmers, elephants, and cotton candy. Just the smell of popcorn and churros makes my

stomach hurt. I don’t want to ride into work on an albino Arabian stallion with a diamond
headdress on—I want a little four-door sedan with seat warmers and good gas mileage.I don’t
want acrobatics training seven hours a day—I want to take a spin class.[AMARYLLIS gives up

trying to stay with FLAVIO and sits down on the floor, talking as much to herself as to him
now.]Bro, it sounds awesome—you wear whatever you want, like shorts or whatever, and bring a

water bottle and sit on a bike in an air-conditioned gym while a teacher tells you to go faster or

slower and there’s music but no choreography or special effects.And it’s not like we even see the
world. We see the same damn tents and games and porta-potties in every town. People’s
clothes change and maybe like, in one place the people have more tattoos and in another they

mostly white or they mostly black, but that’s not travel—that’s just driving around.I want to

experience things! I want to wake up and buy Starbucks on the way to class; I want to have study

groups and go on dates. I want to catch up with friends over drinks at a bar and then walk back

to my apartment and curl up with a cat—not a Bengali tiger . . . a normal cat that doesn’t do any
tricks—and watch reality TV. I want to wait in line at the DMV to get my driver’s license and have

a permanent address. I want to walk out on the street without Madame Mariana telling me to

watch out for a man in a red coat and black goatee because she saw something ominous in her
tarot cards. If I trip in a pothole or some dude in a coat gets up in my business, no biggie. Let it
be a surprise! Besides, it’s always just Ringmaster Ferdinand being a jerk. Like someone else in

a red coat and black goatee is hanging around waiting to cause trouble . . . Madame Mariana is
weak.[FLAVIO is now twisting and twirling directly above her.]Don’t be mad. I know I’m ruining
the act, but you can find another twin . . .[Beat. AMARYLLIS gets up and looks straight up at her

brother.]You can have your own act! We ain’t even identical. I got to flatten my boobs and you’re

always dying your hair so we look the same. It’s stupid. My boobs want to be free, not all
wrapped up and hidden.[Beat.]Flavio . . . I’m sorry. But it’s decided. Don’t tell Mama and Papi yet,
I need a head start.[FLAVIO does a flip off the trapeze landing neatly in front of her. AMARYLLIS

follows his dismount with her head. Her face softens when he lands in front of her.]I love you. I’ll
miss you, I’ll think of you every time I look in the mirror, but I gotta roll . . . adventure is
waiting.Cincinnati, I’m coming at you![AMARYLLIS cartwheels and tumbles away from her

brother.]I, BabysitterBri LeRoseERIN McCARTHY, 15ERIN McCARTHY, an enthusiastic,

theatrical girl, sits addressing a “woman” next to her in the back seat of a car.ERIN I am an
excellent babysitter. I am Mary Poppins. I am Maria from The Sound of Music. I am Julie

Andrews in real life, plus diaper skills and CPR certification. You need the kids to eat more

vegetables? I’m your girl. You need to keep the little tykes occupied outside while the carpets get
cleaned? I’m all over it. You need gluten-free, sugar-free, construction-themed cupcakes for
Jack’s third birthday party, and you need them now?! Where’s the apron, lady? I’ve got work to
do.Yes, I do it all. Cooking, cleaning, crafting, reading, role-playing, wrestling, ready-to-eat

healthy snack making—and I do it with a smile. For ten bucks an hour, you can buy yourself

some peace of mind, knowing that your kids are in the hands of a cool, capable girl, and she has

your pediatricians on speed dial, just in case.Now, you’re probably asking yourself, how does
she do it? No, no, why does she do it? Why does she subject herself to hair pulling, spitting, and

steady streams of poo for a few measly dollars a night? Isn’t there a TJ Maxx or a Dairy Queen
that’ll take her in? Well, folks, I do it for one simple reason: I do it for the stories.That’s right, I’m

using your children as ammo for my future one-woman show. I add every bizarre thing they do,

every strange thought they scream out to the world, into my memory log of future characters and
one-liners to draw on someday when it’s my time to shine. My business is collecting weirdness.
And lady? Business is good.Did you know your daughter keeps her finger in her nose just

because she can? There aren’t even any boogers up there; she ate them all. But she keeps that

finger up there for ten to twelve minutes at a time, holding entire conversations with that thing
jammed up to the second knuckle. [ERIN’s finger is in her nose; she puts on a kid voice.] “UM, I

HAVE AN IDEA. LET’S GO LOOK AT MY PET SNAIL AND THEN WE CAN PLAY BABY. HEY,
DO YOU HAVE A BOYFRIEND?” No, little lady, I don’t have a boyfriend. But I do have a cash
cow right in front of me, trying to reach her brain with her index finger.Do you have any idea how
much your kid loves butts? Your toddler is the Sir Mix-a-Lot of his playgroup, ma’am, and he has
no idea that it’s inappropriate. I need all my fingers and all my toes and probably some of your

daughter’s booger-covered fingers too just to count the number of times your son has tried to lift

up my skirt. He says, “I wanna see your butt, B. I wanna see your butt.” He pounds on the
bathroom door when he knows I’m in there, dying to get a peek. Oh god, if he could just see my

butt. If he could just know what it’s like, even for a second, everything would be right in his

simple, little world. Honestly? I think you should consider putting parental controls on the Nicki

Minaj video hour on Fuse, ma’am.And your other daughter? The older one who runs around
shirtless, screaming, “I. AM. PANTS MAN!!!”? She’s already named all of the various characters

I’ll be stealing. Here is a list of names she’s given herself or her siblings when we play family:
Jaymith. Goloba. Herbert. Bounda. Bubblester. Shi-shi. And of course, played with grace by your

butt-obsessed three-year-old Jack, the one, the only . . . Dr. Baby. I plan to fully embody the role
of Dr. Baby, and let me tell you, I can smell the Tony Awards now.But of course, every show
needs a bit of drama. Some conflict. Some real, human struggle to carry us through the
emotional roller coaster that is the theater. Well, your oldest daughter has certainly provided that.

Allow me to set the stage: the other day I was leaving, saying good-bye to your children, who
were, understandably, sad to see me and my sparkling energy walk through that door at the end

of the night. They’re frantically grabbing at my pants, hiding my cell phone, and hooking
themselves to my leg like a barnacle to a great white whale. Finally, I shake them off, get my wad

of cash, and head toward the door. But then, at the eleventh hour, as her little brain is working
overtime to find something, anything, to get me to stay, your daughter screams, “YOU

POOPED!” And I stop, look at her, and ask, “When, specifically?” She scrambles. “You pooped
all over our furniture!” We have a tender moment where I squat down, grab her shoulders, and
explain to the little cherub that, “No, honey, I did not poop all over your furniture. It’s time for me

to go now, but I’ll be back real soon. Whenever your mother needs to go to book club, I’ll be
there. Whenever your father needs to watch college basketball with the door closed, I’ll be there.
Whenever your parents need to pretend they’re on a business trip, when really they just get a

room at the Holiday Inn down the street, I’ll be there. And I’ll bring the board games.”So all that
being said, Mrs. Adams, I’m actually raising my rate to twelve dollars an hour. I know it’s a sizable
jump, but considering the sense of nostalgia and glory that is sure to be brought to your family
somewhere down the line, when they become characters and plot points in major theatrical

productions, it’s really quite a steal when you think about it, no?Thanks for the ride home![ERIN
mimes getting out of a car and takes a bow.]No Place Like HomeKeisha CosandMANDY,
18MANDY is in the living room of her parents’ house, talking to them about not moving

out.MANDY Mom, Dad, remember how I said I hate you, and I’m out of here the second I turn
eighteen. About that . . . first, I would like to apologize. I don’t really HATE you. You’ll be pleased

to know that I’ve been giving this A LOT of thought.As much as I would LOVE to move out and
have my own apartment, and as great as it would be to decorate it super cool with IKEA

everything, and have parties . . . invite all the guys you don’t approve of and won’t let me go out
with . . . I mean just because Donny has tattoo sleeves and his tongue is pierced doesn’t make

him a bad guy. [MANDY pauses and lets out a happy sigh.] I could sleep-in forever and have a
freezer full of ice cream. No one would yell at me when I don’t make my bed, and I could come

and go any time of the day or night. It really would be heaven. I wouldn’t have to worry about
leaving dishes in the sink, or you guys waiting up for me at midnight, in the La-Z-Boy, in the

dark . . . seriously, I thought I was going to have a heart attack when you swiveled around and
beamed that flashlight in my face! You have to agree, you guys are a little extreme.But like I said,

I’ve been thinking . . . and doing some math. Don’t give me that look, Dad, I can add (on my

phone). Apartments are totally expensive! A decent place in a neighborhood with a moderately
low crime rate is $1,200 a month! Then food will run about $200, if I never eat out, and gas is like
$150. Where am I going to get that kind of money? That doesn’t even include clothes, makeup,

hair, and just forget about my nails! Yes, I know, I’m supposed to work, but I looked into that. The
only jobs I’m qualified for pay like $8 an hour. Do you know it would take me almost twenty hours

of hard labor to buy a pair of jeans?! Yes, Mom, I know your jeans don’t cost that much, and no

offense, but I wouldn’t be caught dead in jeans from the Gap.So . . . I think you will be excited to

know that I am not moving out. I am going to stay here with you guys after all! Isn’t this great?
Um, I am hoping that you will be open to a few compromises, though. Now that I’m an adult, I
think we should ditch the curfew. Oh, and I think you will agree that it’s time to increase my

allowance. Honestly, I think this is best for all of us. You guys get to keep your little girl . . .

FOREVER! YAY! Group hug?The Future Missed ConnectionGina NicewongerDANIELLE, 16 to

19In the interior of a grocery store, in the chip aisle.DANIELLE Ah-ha. I knew it. You can talk to
me. It’s okay. You’ve been following me. I know because I saw you in the candy aisle and skipped

to the chip aisle as a test. You might as well save the trouble. You’re just going to wind up writing
a Missed Connection later.Yes, “like on Craigslist.” More people use Craigslist for
misconnections than to sell their furniture. You’ll end up posting about how you followed a beauty

wearing a sexy purple hoodie and we even bought the same salsa. Yeah, Old El Paso! Weird,

right?Fine, don’t ask me out, but this is going to be so annoying later. Because when you read a
bunch of Missed Connections, they all start to seem familiar. I start to think, was I at the Starplex
7 on Saturday? Did I open the door for a stranger and smile? And then I have to meet everyone,

just in case.Oh, the silence is killing me. Fine. I WILL grab a Jamba Juice with you!You don’t
want juice? But, I don’t do dinner on first dates. Oh my god, our baskets just brushed![Quoting a
future post.]“We checked out at the exact same time. Our shopping baskets gently

kissed.”Alright! If you say so. I’ll leave you alone. I just thought we had so much in common. I
mean, how many people drink diet Dr Pepper?[Shocked.]What? It’s for your girlfriend?!

[Announcing loudly.]Attention, Ladies! For all you Craigslist users out there: Do not trust your

boyfriend on his own anywhere! He will use any opportunity to pick up random hot chicks.
Despite the fact that he has a GIRLFRIEND![To man.]Who do you think you are, anyway?

[DANIELLE begins to leave, but then returns.]Seriously though, if you break up with your
girlfriend, remember—purple hoodie. I’ll be checking.[DANIELLE exits.]Band PracticeCarla

CackowskiMARISA, 15MARISA talks to her two best friends in the lunchroom at school about

starting a band.MARISA You guys, our band is not just gonna be any normal kind of band. We’re
not gonna be one of those bands that just like, plays gigs, makes albums, and sells merch at the

merch table. We’re gonna be one of those bands that starts a whole new genre of music!Angela,

do you play drums? No? It’s okay. Do you play bass? Not a problem. How about keyboard?
Really? Not that, either? No worries, no worries. What about you, Nicole? What instruments do

you play? Nada. Hmm.Me? Oh. Well, I don’t play anything, either . . . yet! But I will. I will totally
learn. How hard can it be? It’s not like Chrissie Hynde came out of her mother’s womb playing
guitar. It’s not like that . . . is it? No, I didn’t think so. At a certain point Chrissie Hynde made a

choice to play guitar and then she learned how to do it. So, that’s like me right now. I’m making a

choice to play guitar and then I’ll learn how to do it and then our band will start a revolution!

Angela, you should play drums. Well, you have stronger arms than Nicole. Oh come on, I didn’t

say you have manly arms—I said your arms are strong. Like you could kick my ass if you wanted.
But please don’t. Angela, there are so many rad women who’ve played drums in awesome
bands. Yes there are! Moe Tucker. Kate Schellenbach. Um, hello, Meg White! Angela, you could
totally be the next Meg White! She’s not crazy. She just doesn’t leave her house or talk to other

people anymore. Come on, please? Fine. Nicole, you’ll play drums. No? Why not? Ugh! Okay! I’ll
play drums! And guitar. I’ll play both drums and guitar and I’ll kick ass at both of ’em!Which

instruments do you want to play? Harp . . . well, that’s not very punk. Angela, do you even own a

harp? Where are you going to get a harp from? No, I don’t have drums or a guitar yet. I see your
point. Okay, no problem. Angela, you’ll play harp. And what about you, Nicole? Banjo? [Rolls

eyes.] Fine, you guys win. You will play harp, and you will play banjo. I’ll play guitar and drums . . .
This is really shaping up into something spectacular. I mean . . . subversive! Our band is gonna

kill it!I wrote down some band names to run past you two . . .How about “Punches in the Face”?
Too vague? Okay. What do you think of “We Will, We Will Punch You”? Or “Knuckle
Sandwiches”? How about “Hammer, Pummel, Pound, Punish”? No? Okay, last one: “Stab-StabCut-Cut” . . . “Stab-Stab-Cut-Cut” it is!And now for some really exciting news. I’ve booked our first

show! It’s in two weeks, at my aunt and uncle’s twentieth-anniversary party. We’ve all gotta start
somewhere, you know? I once read that Hole’s first gig was at Courtney Love’s neighbor’s bat

mitzvah. If we say yes to opportunity, success will be our bitch. I’m pretty sure that’s a direct
quote from a Bikini Kill song. Anyway, playing at this anniversary party will be a great opportunity
for us. My uncle’s best friend will be there, and he once auditioned to be a second guitarist for

Soundgarden in the nineties. He could totally mentor us and introduce us to the “right” people.Of

course we’re ready. Do you think Sleater-Kinney sat around talking about playing music, or do
you think they just went out and played that shit? Angela, Nicole, it’s going to be fine. Two weeks

from now is a lifetime away. Think about what we were doing two weeks ago. Angela, you were
dating that loser Aidan and Nicole and I were wearing vintage aprons like they were skirts. That

feels like a million-jillion years ago! In just two short weeks from now, we could be masters of our
craft. We’ll just have to skip school to practice. Relax, Angela. We won’t need to skip every day to
become masters. Just like twice. You guys, I’m seriously not worried about this gig. I already

have our outfits picked out. Black dresses, fishnets, fake blood, lots of spikes. We’re gonna slay

them![MARISA makes the rock ’n’ roll hand sign and sticks out her tongue like Gene

Simmons.]Rock ’n’ roll!Okay, let’s get out of here. I have to go home and download some of the
songs we’re going to copy. I mean, cover. The industry term for what we’re about to do is cover.

Yeah, we’re so industry now. Just like Joan Jett!Help Me, Obi-Wan KenobiMargaret
FinneganTEENAGE PRINCESS LEIA, 13 to 15Teenage PRINCESS LEIA is sending a
holographic message to Obi-Wan Kenobi. Her hair is done up in her famous “cinnamon roll” side

buns.PRINCESS LEIA General Kenobi: Years ago you served my father in the clone wars; now I
beg you to help me in my gravest hour of need. My dad wants to send me to Combat Survival for
Princesses Camp. It’s totally unfair. And it’s all the fault of this kid, Duke Akbar.What happened
was this: Yesterday, the Akbars came over for dinner, and my dad and Admiral Akbar were all, “In

the days of the republic, blah, blah, blah, boring, boring, boring . . .” I look next to me and the

Akbars’ kid—this boy, Duke, who’s my age and has these giganto fish lips and eyeballs the size
of probe droids—has his face in his plate. He’s sucking back about a pound of linguini and
clams. The noodles are all running down his chin. Total grodo.I’m all, “Use the fork, Duke!”The

table goes silent and everybody stares at me—like I’m the disgusting one.Then my dad says,
“Not everyone can use the fork, you know.” And he kind of points with his eyes to Duke’s arm.
Only then do I notice that all the Akbars have these little fin things instead of hands.I mean—duh

—someone could have warned me; I can’t notice everything. I mean, sometimes I wish I were

adopted. My parents think they’re all perfect and I’m this total rebel. Besides, fork or no fork,

Duke Akbar is a total nerf herder. I mean use a straw or something. No one wants to see your
face in linguini.But, Mr. Kenobi, it gets worse. Duke Akbar turns to me, and he says, “Hey, your

royal worshipfulness, how about a cinnamon bun?”And I’m all, “Oh! Cinnamon buns. Where?”He

grabs my hair and yells, “On your head!”Obviously, I have no choice but to throw him out of his
chair and gouge my nails into his fish lips. Midgouge, this little green dude appears from

nowhere. He pulls me off Duke, saying “Stop! Anger leads to hate. Hate leads to violence.
Violence leads to suffering.”“Yeah,” I say. “That’s sort of the point.”And Duke says, “You know

what’s pointed? Your cinnamon bun head.” So what else can I do but take the fork I’m holding
and whale it at him? Then, the little green dude jumps on the table and stares at my dad:
“Hmmm. With her the fork is strong.”My dad just nods up and down, up and down, and the next
thing you know, he says, “You’re going to Combat Survival for Princesses Camp.” Combat
survival: Like I’ll ever need that! I live on Alderan. It’s a peaceful planet!Look, you’ve got to talk to

my dad, Obi-Wan Kenobi. He is always saying how you are really wise and stuff. He has your

action figure on his bedside table. If anyone can convince him to let me stay on Alderan and live
a normal princess life, it’s you. Trust me: Obi-Wan Kenobi, you are my only hope.The Grim
GardenerBri LeRoseLIZ LOCKRIDGE, 17LIZ LOCKRIDGE is at a poetry slam at a coffee

shop.LIZ Thank you for coming here today. Poetry is a window to the souls of humankind, and

tonight, I invite you to take a peek through my window. Usually, the glass is cloudy, or cracked by
the storm that is life. But tonight, friends and supporters, I have grabbed the metaphorical bottle

of Windex, and I assure you a clear view. This poem is one that is very personal for me, but I

think the only way we can learn anything about the deeper meaning of the world around us is to

share those scary, dark parts of ourselves. So tonight, allow me to do just that. I will be reading
for you “The Grim Gardener.” Enjoy. If you need to cry, please do so openly. This is a safe space.
[LIZ takes a deep breath. “Center yourself,” she tells herself, “and read this like it’s the most

difficult thing that’s ever happened in your entire life.”]There was something beautiful growing
hereIt was small and goodBut I left it alone for far too longI am not meant to be a gardener.And

so you shriveledBlack. Hard.It was my hand that did it.I carried the sickle instead of the

shovel.Now the space where you lived stays empty.I navigate around it as if you were still

there.You were the only one I ever had.The only chia herb garden I ever had is dead.I shouldn’t
have gone on vacation over winter break.I should have stayed and made sure you were

watered.You were so young. You needed so much.But I was selfish and really busy during the
month of January.Basil, chives, cilantro, dill.Had I paid attention to you, we could have had it

all.Mexican food, pasta sauce, whatever.But instead I went to Florida with my parents and

watched Netflix on my laptop.You were all I ever needed.But I killed you before we even had a
chance.Your windowsill stays empty as a memorial to what could have been.The spice rack

tastes like ashes.[LIZ takes another deep breath. Maybe wipes away some tears. Now she
comes back to the “real world.”]Thank you. Thank you, but I’m no hero. I’m just a girl speaking

her truth. This performance is dedicated to the victims of global warming. Please come to
environmental club this week. Thank you. Namaste.
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